The Jewish Language Project (JLP) has been working to promote research on, awareness about, and accessibility to Jewish languages since 2020. In 2022, the project launched a RedBubble shop to showcase Jewish linguistic diversity and provide additional revenue to support our mission.

In 2020, the HUC-JIR Jewish Language Project started working to record and describe endangered Jewish languages. Since then, the project has grown significantly, with a focus on increasing accessibility to Jewish languages and promoting research on them.

The JLP has partnered with virtual events in 2020, and so far, we have hosted 42 total events. We have engaged with over 1,800 people online, and our event attendees have been so grateful for inclusion in exhibits, digital catalogs, and other public spaces. Recent collaborations include the American Sephardi Federation Institute of Jewish Experience, the Jewish Music Research Centre, and the Jewish Ethiopian Languages.

Our work has been covered in the press 29 times since 2020! The project has been recognized by the Jewish Telegraphic Agency, who commented on our efforts to disseminate understanding and appreciation of Jewish linguistic diversity.

The Jewish Language Project team has worked hard to gather knowledge and experiences related to Jewish languages. They have collected 28 native speaker interviews, 10,000 social media followers, and 31 curricular materials. They have also gathered a wide range of educational and cultural resources, with our top 3 most-visited lexicon sites being www.jewishlanguages.org, www.jewishlanguages.org, and www.jewishlanguages.org.

The JLP has also worked on projects such as the Multilingual Omer, Purim, and Tu Bishvat, with over 205 fun facts and a suite of educational and cultural resources. The project has also partnered with the Jewish Ethiopian Languages and worked on a new channel for disseminating understanding and appreciation of Jewish linguistic diversity.

Over 72 organizations, including the Jewish Music Research Centre and the Jewish Ethiopian Languages, have been partners in the Jewish Language Project's work to increase accessibility to Jewish languages and promote research on them.
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The Multilingual Omer is a way to draw attention to the importance of preserving and promoting Jewish languages. It is a crucial part of helping preserve my heritage and a piece of Jewish population's history. I want to take part in helping preserve my heritage and a piece of Jewish population's history.

I am interested in documenting endangered Iranian Jewish languages because Iran has one of the oldest Jewish populations in the world and it would be a crucial Iranian and Jewish history. I want to take part in helping preserve my heritage and a piece of Jewish population's history.

The Jewish Language Project's social media posts promote conversation, debate, new connections, and a new channel for disseminating understanding and appreciation of Jewish linguistic diversity.
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